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UNUSUAL STEVENS & WILLIAMS FAIRY 
LAMP BASES by Jim 

Recently, I was introduced to the "Glass 
Circle."   The Glass Circle is a society based 1

in London, England for the appreciation and 
understanding of all types of collectable glass 
both nationally and internationally.  They 
achieve their objectives by means of regular 
meetings, lectures, outings, and publications. 

Included on their website were two photos 
showing part of the 750 lots of glass sold by 
Fieldings Auctioneers  on Saturday, 11 2

December, 2004, at West Hagley, near 
Stourbridge, England.  Among the glass were 
several fairy lamp bases including a very 
unusual bowl manufactured by Stevens & 
Williams.  It is very similar to the fairy lamp 
base shown in R-612.  At first glance the only 
difference appears to be the color.  On closer 
inspection, however, the two bowls are 
dramatically different. 

!  

Before I go further, I would like to remind 
you that the Stevens & Williams fairy lamp 
bases are well documented, both by Samuel 
Clarke's advertisements and by Stevens & 
Williams original design books.  Most of their 
fairy lamp designs have been discussed in 
past articles of our newsletter.   These articles 3

documented the Stevens & Williams fairy 
lamps and matching or complimentary bases.  
The documentation also reminded us that 
fairy lamp bases were sold separately and 
could be used by the buyer for whatever 
purpose he wished and not necessarily as a 
base to a fairy lamp.  With that in mind, let us 
look at two recent discoveries. 

!  

I have isolated the Stevens & Williams bowl 
from the Fieldings auction photo.  As you can 
see, it appears to be R-612 in a "butterscotch" 
color.  If you look at it carefully, however, 
you will see that it rests on probably three 
vine-like feet.  This vine appears to be clear 
frosted glass and has applied Mat-Su-No-Ke 
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type floral decorations.  A similar technique 
was used on the Stevens & Williams design 
number 9.260  and the color was noted in the 4

design book to be Gorse  Yellow.  I suspect 5

my reference to "butterscotch" is actually the 
Steven's & Williams Gorse Yellow color. 

This is certainly an interesting and very 
attractive bowl.  Where it is today is anyone's 
guess.  Was it originally sold as a fairy lamp 
base?  Only the original purchaser knows for 
sure.  I suspect, however, that there is not one 
among us that would not put a matching fairy 
lamp on it.  The same is probably true for the 
next Stevens & Williams "discovery." 

!  

This bowl is very similar to R-609 and was 
offered for auction recently on eBay.  
Unfortunately, it was badly damaged and did 
not sell.  It is circled with an applied thorny 
vine with Mat-Su-No-Ke type floral 
decorations.  In addition, it is engraved with a 
British Registered Design number 15353 
which was recorded by Stevens & Williams 
on 18 October 1884.   This same Rd number 6

has been found on other Stevens & Williams 
Mat-Su-No-Ke bowls of different shapes.    7

While these Stevens & Williams bowls are 
interesting designs, Clarke did not include 
any of this type with Mat-Su-No-Ke floral 
decorations in his advertisements.  The only 
evidence we have found that indicates they 
were offered with fairy lamps are similar 
designs in the original Stevens & Williams 
design book. 
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 A spiny perennial evergreen shrub with bright yellow flowers.5
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